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VakamonProductions Releases Saisoku Drift Edition DVD

Honolulu based production company comes out with insane DRIFT DVD.

Honolulu, HI (PRWEB) January 19, 2005 -- Closely following the success of the seriesÂ� first title, Vakamon
Productions releases Saisoku: Drift Edition and delivers captivating drift footage from both Japan and the U.S.
The master of ceremonies is none other than Â�TarzanÂ�Yamada, Formula D judge, JGTC driver, and all-
round nutcase.

Showcasing the blossoming U.S. drift scene, Saisoku: Drift Edition covers all four rounds of the 2004 season of
the Formula D. Backed by an energetic soundtrack and an off-the-wall Yamada, the true spirit of the
competition shines through in a smoke-fest that promises many more to come.

Tarzan takes viewers along as he tests out a set of Toyo tires on the Benihana JGTC Viper.YamadaÂ�sheavy
right foot coupled with the torque of ten cylinders combine for high speed drifts at Irwindale that truly are a
testament to Toyo.

The drivers from Weld Techniques Factory are back, this time at the Advan Cup at Tsukuba. Tomokazu Hirota
and YuboTakahashi go tip to tail in their turbocharged Toyota sedans and represent Yokohama, tsuiso-style
(twin drift)!

Saisoku: Drift Edition returns to the Battle Magazine cup, this time at Ebisu, to shed light on some of the up-
and-coming drifters in Japan. Competition was fierce and, as itÂ�s usually the case, body panels had to be
sacrificed to the notorious second corner wall.

As an added bonus, Saisoku: Drift Edition brings together some of the hardest-hitting crashes from that
infamous corner. Watch as JDM dream rides slide perilously towards the wall in a neck-snapping display of
what can happen when it all goes wrong.

Vaka-mon Productions is based in Honolulu, Hawaii and produces DVDÂ�s covering the ever-dynamic
automotive performance scene.
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Contact Information
Farid Herschend
VAKAMONPRODUCTIONS, LLC
http://www.vaka-mon.com
808-593-1303

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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